NOTES

1. NOSING: L 3½"x3½"x¾". ANCHOR AT EACH END AND AT 3'-6" O.C. MAX.
2. GRATE AND FRAME: CALTRANS TYPE 24-10S. (TYPE 18-8S GRATE IF INDICATED ON PLANS.)
3. GALLERY: TYPE 1 (PROPRIETARY FORMLINER) PER DETAIL 282B OR TYPE 2 (NON-PROPRIETARY) PER DETAIL 282C.
4. INSTALL CITY-FURNISHED "NO DUMPING - FLOWS TO BAY" INLET MARKER.
5. STEPS ARE NOT REQUIRED UNLESS INDICATED ON THE PLANS.
6. REINFORCING SHOWN IS FOR BOX DEPTHS UP TO 8'. DEEPER BOXES REQUIRE SPECIAL DETAILING.
7. PROVIDE WATERSTOP AT PLASTIC PIPE CONNECTIONS.

CITY OF MONTEREY
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
580 PACIFIC STREET, MONTEREY, CA 93940

EXTENDED COMBINATION DRAIN INLET

DETAI 282A
SECTION A-A

APPROVED PROPRIETARY GALLERY PRODUCTS:
1. OLDCASTLE MODEL 6Y OR 12Y.
2. OTHER AS APPROVED BY THE CITY ENGINEER

NOTES:
1. THIS DETAIL TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH DETAIL 282A.

CITY OF MONTEREY
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
580 PACIFIC STREET, MONTEREY, CA 93940

APPROVED BY:

EXTENDED COMBINATION INLET
GALLERY TYPE 1

DETAIL

282B
CITY OF MONTEREY
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
580 PACIFIC STREET, MONTEREY, CA 93940

EXTENDED COMBINATION INLET GALLERY TYPE 2

DETAIL
282C

NOTES:
1. THIS DETAIL TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH DETAIL 282A.